This does not mean, of course, that 'mature' clinicians never take a poster to a congress. What I mean is that poster presentation can be considered the ideal starting point for the junior doctor in that it does not put the inexperienced congress-goer under excessive pressure. In any case, let's get back to the poster session. Biomedical posters are large visual documents that should communicate your discoveries in a captivating manner. The title needs to be short and clear; the introduction has to put your work into the desired context and stress the objectives, importance and originality of your own study; the methods section should be clear, concise and never too long; the results should take up most of the space on the poster, as this is what most people are interested in reading; finally, your conclusions have to be concise. A poster must not be weighed down with an excessive amount of information and, ideally, the reader ought to be able to get through it in around ten minutes. Dedicated poster sessions at congresses are a bit like market stalls, so you need to prepare something which is attractive, and not only informative, if you want it to stand out in the crowd. Be sure to use a light-colored neutral background that contrasts with the font and makes it easy to read. Do not put in too Writing and then publishing a biomedical manuscript is the natural completion of an experiment or of a clinical procedure. In fact, without publication your discoveries will remain in your laboratory or in your ward and will be unknown to the rest of the biomedical community. Remember that it is your duty to contribute to the construction of an ever-growing biomedical database that will hopefully develop clinical and surgical techniques, therefore improving the health and lives of your patients. The publication of your paper can also lead to something else, however, which is the invitation to present at a congress. During this kind of venue you will need to communicate your data using two different kinds of vector: a poster or an oral presentation. Posters might be considered as 'first contact' between young scientists and their peers. Indeed, whereas more experienced professionals can be invited to give oral presentations at congresses, their younger colleagues usually enter this universe through the poster. communicating biomedicine at congresses: a general introduction to posters and oral presentations M. John much information when there isn't room for it: you do not have to follow the "IM-RAD" (Introduction, Methods, Results and Discussion) format to the letter and you can go into more detail when the viewers ask you questions. There are generally fewer oral presentations than posters at scientific meetings and they normally tend to be considered more prestigious. Good research can benefit enormously if the presenter is able to put it over to the audience in an entertaining and convincing fashion. Yet, good oral presentations cannot be improvised. Everyone needs to practise. Always know what kind of audience you will have to face: general, specialist or mixed and always give them what they want: a good story. Without the story (your data) you will have no success, even though you might be the most entertaining public speaker in the universe. As we have already seen, presenting your work to your colleagues can be considered the cornerstone of your scientific career, so try to do it properly if and when you get the chance. Speaking in public is, of course, very difficult and creates a great deal of stress. Remember to prepare good visual aids, without exaggerating with PowerPoint technology, and also consider: NEVER TRANSLATE from your own language. You can always get some help from a mother-tongue reviewer to polish your notso-fantastic English BEFORE submitting the paper to your target journal. By the way, including the reviewer in the Acknowledgements might make referees think twice before criticizing your English, as most referees are not mother-tongue speakers making an acknowledged reviewer a sort of linguistic 'guarantee'.
are there books or internet sites that can help us translate medical terminology?
